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1. PARASOL ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS
Step 1
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Insert metal part (B) into metal part (A). Position
mechanism (C) to align the holes on the mechanism with
the holes on metal parts (A) and (B). Place the washers (E)
under the screws (D) and tighten them ﬁrmly. Place 4
concrete blocks into each metal cross section (K).
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Step 2
Place decorative plastic lid (F) on the central pole of the
parasol (G).
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Step 3
Place central pole of the parasol (G) on assembled metal
cross and tighten ﬁrmly with the screw (I). Place handle
(H) into the parasol crank opening mechanism.
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Step 4
Push the handle (J) upwards into the ﬁrst level and spread
all the ribs gently without using force. Start opening the
parasol by turning the handle (H) clockwise. As the canvas
spreads, push the handle (J) to the upper levels. After the
canvas is fully opened, choose one of the levels to achieve
desired canvas angle.
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Step 5
Move handle (H) into the rotational adjustment slot and
by turning the handle (H) place the canvas into desired
position.
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2. NOTICES
IMPORTANT NOTICE!
Opening and closing the parasol in any way not speciﬁed in
these instructions is not recommended. While opening and
closing the parasol pay attention to persons and objects in
the vicinity.

3. PROTECTION AND SAFETY
• Parasols provide protection from the sun.
• Safe to use in winds up to 7.9 m/s wind speed. Using the
parasol beyond the above mentioned wind speed is not
completely safe and it needs to be closed.
It is mandatory to put 4 concrete blocks per metal cross.
Size of each concrete block - 40cmx40cm (maximum height 5cm).
The recommended weight is minimum 20kg per 1 concrete block.

4. WARRANTY
Warranty does not cover any mechanical, abrasive and
chemical abuse or any other damages caused by improper
warehousing and distribution, improper cleaning and
handling or similar improper activities that could result in
damaging the parasol or parasol cover or any of their parts.

